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1 Introduction

Physical systems modeling, aimed at network modeling of complex multi-physics
systems, has especially flourished in the fifties and sixtiesof the 20-th century, see
e.g. [11, 4] and references provided therein. With the reinforcement of the ’systems’
legacy in Systems & Control, the growing recognition that ’control’ is not confined
to developing algorithms for processing the measurements of the system into con-
trol signals (but instead is concerned with the design of thetotal controlled system),
and facing the complexity of modern technological and natural systems, system-
atic methods for physical systems modeling of large-scale lumped- and distributed-
parameter systems capturing their basic physical characteristics are needed more
than ever.

In this paper we are concerned with the development of a systematic framework
for modeling multi-physics systems which is directly basedon conservation laws.
Modeling based on conservation laws is prevalent in a distributed-parameter con-
text in areas such as fluid dynamics and hydraulic systems, chemical and thermody-
namical systems [2], as well as electromagnetism, but is also underlying the basic
structure of lumped-parameter systems such as electrical circuits. While the natu-
ral framework for formulating Kirchhoff’s laws for electrical circuits is the circuit
graphwe will show in this paper how distributed-parameter conservation laws can
be discretized by using the proper generalization of the notion of graph to ’higher-
dimensional networks’, calledk-complexesin algebraic topology. Furthermore, we
show how these discretized conservation laws define a power-conserving intercon-
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nection structure, called a Dirac structure, which, when combined with the (dis-
cretized) constitutive relations, defines a finite-dimensionalport-Hamiltonian sys-
tem[14, 13, 5].

In previous work [15] we have laid down a framework for formulating con-
servation laws described by partial differential equations as infinite-dimensional
port-Hamiltonian systems. Furthermore, in [8] we have shown how such infinite-
dimensional port-Hamiltonian systems can be spatially discretized to finite-dimen-
sional port-Hamiltonian systems by making use of mixed finite-element methods.
In this paper we show how alternatively we can directly spatially ’lump’ the dynam-
ics described by conservation laws in a structure-preserving manner, again obtain-
ing a finite-dimensional port-Hamiltonian system description. This approach also
elucidates the concept of the spatial system boundary, and leads to the notion of
distributed terminals.

This paper is a follow-up of our previous paper [16]. Older references in this
spirit include [10, 12].

2 Kirchhoff’s laws on graphs and circuit dynamics

In this section we recall the abstract formulation of Kirchhoff’s laws on graphs,
dating back to the historical work of Kirchhoff [9], as can befound e.g. in [1, 3].
In order to deal withopenelectrical circuits we defineopen graphs, and we show
how Kirchhoff’s laws on open graphs define a power-conserving interconnection
structure, called a Dirac structure, between the currents through and the voltages
over the edges of the graph, and the boundary currents and potentials. This enables
us to describe the circuit dynamics as a port-Hamiltonian system.

2.1 Graphs

An oriented graph1 G , see e.g. [3], consists of a finite setV of verticesand a finite
setE of directededges, together with a mapping fromE to the set of ordered pairs
of V . Thus to any branche∈ E there corresponds an ordered pair(v,w) ∈ V 2

representing the initial vertexv and the final vertexw of this edge. An oriented
graph is completely specified by itsincidence matrix B, which is an ¯v× ē matrix, v̄
being the number of vertices and ¯ebeing the number of edges, with(i, j)-th element
bi j equal to 1 if thej-th edge is an edge towards vertexi, equal to−1 if the j-th
edge is an edge originating from vertexi, and 0 otherwise.

Given an oriented graph we define itsvertex spaceΛ0 as the real vector space of
all functions fromV to R. ClearlyΛ0 can be identified withRv̄. Furthermore, we

1 In fact, we will be consideringmulti-graphssince we allow for the existence of multiple branches
between the same pair of vertices.
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define itsedge spaceΛ1 as the vector space of all functions fromE to R. Again,Λ1

can be identified withRē.
In the context of an electrical circuitΛ1 will be the vector space of currents

throughthe edges in the circuit. The dual space ofΛ1 will be denoted byΛ1, and
defines the vector space of voltagesacrossthe edges. (We have highlighted the
words ’through’ and ’across’ to refer to the classical use of’through’ and ’across’
variables, see e.g. [11].) Furthermore, the duality product <V|I >=VT I of a vector
of currentsI ∈Λ1 with a vector of voltagesV ∈Λ1 is the total power over the circuit.
Similarly, the dual space ofΛ0 is denoted byΛ0 and defines the vector space of
potentials at the vertices.

Remark 1.SinceΛ0 andΛ1 have a canonical basis corresponding to the individual
vertices, respectively edges, there is a standard Euclidean inner product on both
spaces, and thus bothΛ0 andΛ1 can be identified withΛ0, respectivelyΛ1, such
that the duality product becomes this standard inner product. In situations to be
treated later on this will not necessarily be the case.

The incidence matrixB can be also regarded as the matrix representation of a linear
map (denoted by the same symbol)

B : Λ1 → Λ0

called theincidence operatoror (boundary operator). Its adjoint map is denoted in
matrix representation as

BT : Λ0 → Λ1,

and is called theco-incidence(or co-boundary) operator.

2.2 Kirchhoff’s laws for graphs

Consider an oriented graphG specified by its incidence operatorB. Kirchhoff’s laws
associated with the graph are expressed as follows. Kirchhoff’s current laws (KCL)
are given as

I ∈ kerB, (1)

while Kirchhoff’s voltage laws (KVL) take the form

V ∈ imBT . (2)

A graph theoretic interpretation of Kirchhoff’s current and voltage laws can be given
as follows [3]. The kernel of the incidence operatorB is thecycle space Z⊂ Λ1

of the graph, while the imageU ⊂ Λ1 of the co-incidence operatorBT is its cut
space(or, co-cycle space). Since kerB = (imBT)⊥ (with ⊥ denoting the orthogonal
complement with respect to the duality product between the dual spacesΛ1 andΛ1)
the cycle space is the orthogonal complement of the cut space.
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This leads to the equivalent way of formulating Kirchhoff’scurrent laws as the
fact that the total currentI along any cut is equal to zero, sinceI ∈ kerB is equivalent
to I being orthogonal to the cut spaceU . The simplest elements of the cut space
U (which in fact are spanning the linear spaceU) are the cuts given by all edges
starting from or terminating on a single vertexv. Kirchhoff’s current laws for these
cut sets mean nothing else than the expression that the currents entering or leaving
any vertexv sum up to zero. Indeed, ifv is numbered as thei-th vertex then thei-the
equation in the linear set of equationsBI = 0 is precisely this.

On the other hand, sinceV ∈ imBT is equivalent toV being orthogonal to the
cycle spaceZ, Kirchhoff’s voltage laws can be equivalently described asthe fact
that the total voltage over every cycle is zero.

The difference between Kirchhoff’s current and voltage laws is also reflected by
writing Kirchhoff’s voltage laws as

V = BTψ (3)

for some vectorψ ∈Λ0, which has the physical interpretation of being the vector of
potentialsat every vertex. Hence Kirchhoff’s voltage laws express that the voltage
distributionV over the edges of the graph corresponds to a potential distribution
over the vertices.

Of course, Tellegen’s theorem automatically follows from Kirchhoff’s laws. In-
deed, take any current distributionI satisfying Kirchhoff’s current lawsBI = 0, and
any voltage distributionV satisfying Kirchhoff’s voltage lawsV = BTψ . Then,

VT I = ψTBI = 0 (4)

In particular, Tellegen’s theorem implies that for anyactual current and voltage
distribution over the circuit the total powerVT I is equal to zero.

We summarize the Kirchhoff behaviorBK(G ) of a graphG with incidence ma-
trix B as

BK(G ) := {(I ,V) ∈ Λ1×Λ1 | I ∈ kerB,V ∈ imBT} (5)

It immediately follows that the Kirchhoff behavior defines aDirac structure. Recall
[6, 14, 13] that a subspaceD ⊂ V ×V∗ for some vector spaceV defines a Dirac
structure ifD = Dorth whereorth denotes the orthogonal complement with respect to
the indefinite inner product<<,>> onV ×V∗ defined as

<< (v1,v
∗
1),(v2,v

∗
2) >>:=< v∗1|v2 > + < v∗2|v1 >,

with v1,v2 ∈V,v∗1,v
∗
2 ∈ V∗, where<|> denotes the duality product betweenV and

V∗.
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2.3 Kirchhoff’s laws for open graphs

Although in Kirchhoff’s original treatment of circuits andgraphs external currents
entering the vertices of the graph were an indispensable notion, this has not been
articulated very well in the subsequent formalization of circuits and graphs2. Hence
a reinforcement of thissystems point of viewis definitely in order.

We will do so by extending the notion of graph toopen graph. An open graph
G is obtained from an ordinary graph with set of verticesV by identifying a subset
Vb ⊂ V of boundary vertices. The interpretation ofVb is that these are the vertices
that are open to interconnection (e.g., with other graphs).The remaining subsetVi :=
V −Vb are theinternal verticesof the open graph.

Remark 2. Anotherway of defining open graphs is by identifying some of theedges
to be theboundary edges(open to interconnection). Such a definition is straightfor-
ward, and we will not elaborate on this. The distinction between the definitions of
an open graph using boundary vertices or boundary edges is analogous to the dif-
ference betweenboundary controlof distributed-parameter systems anddistributed
control; see also Section 3.

Kirchhoff’s current laws apply to an open graphG in a different manner than to
an ordinary graph, since the ordinary Kirchhoff’s current laws would imply that
the sum of the currents over all edges incident on a boundary vertex iszero, which
is not what we want for interconnection. Furthermore, by Tellegen’s theorem, the
ordinary KCL would imply that the total power in the circuit is equal to zero, thus
implying that there cannot be any ingoing or outgoing power flow. Hence we have
to modify Kirchhoff’s current laws by requiring that the incidence operatorB maps
the vector of currentsI to a vector that has zero components corresponding to the
internal vertices, while for the boundary vertices the image is equal to (minus) the

boundary current Ib. Decomposing the incidence operatorB as

[

Bi

Bb

]

with Bi the

part of the incidence operator corresponding to the internal vertices, andBb the part
corresponding to the boundary vertices, we thus arrive at

Bi I = 0, BbI = −Ib, KCL (6)

Here the vectorIb is belonging to the vector spaceΛb of functions from the boundary
verticesVb to R (which is identified withR

v̄b, with v̄b the number of boundary
vertices)3.

Kirchhoff’s voltage laws (KVL) remain unchanged, and will be written as

2 Unfortunately, this holds for many formalizations of physical theories over the last century. A
proper theory ofmechanicsshould include external forces from the very start, insteadof restrict-
ing itself to closed mechanical systems.Thermodynamicscannot be properly formalized without
taking interaction with other systems into account.
3 Alternatively, open graphs can be defined by attaching ’one-sided open edges’ (properly called
leaves) to every boundary vertex inVb. Then the elements of the vectorIb are the currents through
these leaves, see also [17].
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V = BTψ = BT
i ψi +BT

b ψb, KVL (7)

whereψi denotes the vector of the potentials at the internal vertices andψb the
vector of potentials at the boundary vertices. Note thatψb ∈ Λb (where we define
Λb to be the dual of the space of boundary currentsΛb). This results in the following
Kirchhoff behavior for an open graphG :

BK(G ) := {(I ,V, Ib,ψb) ∈ Λ1×Λ1×Λb×Λb |

Bi I = 0,BbI = −Ib, ∃ψi s.t.V = BT
i ψi +BT

b ψb}
(8)

By computing as before, cf. (4), the total power over the graph we now obtain

VT I = ψT
i Bi I + ψT

b BbI = −ψT
b Ib (9)

Thus, for open graphs the total powerVT I is equal to the outgoing power−ψT
b Ib.

This will lead to the following characterization of the Kirchhoff behavior of open
graphs as Dirac structures.

Proposition 1. Let G be an open graph with incidence matrix B=

[

Bi

Bb

]

. Then its

Kirchhoff behaviorBK(G ) is a Dirac structure.

Proof. As shown in (9),VT I + ψT
b Ib = 0. By consideringI = I1 + I2,V = V1 +

V2, Ib = Ib1 + Ib2,ψ = ψ1 + ψ2, with (I j ,Vj , Ib j,ψ j) ∈ BK(G ), j = 1,2, it follows
that

≪ (I1,V1, Ib1,ψ1),(I2,V2, Ib2,ψ2) ≫= 0,

which implies thatBK(G ) ⊂ (BK(G ))orth.
For showing the reverse inclusion, consider a quadruple(I ,V, Ib,ψb)∈ (BK(G ))orth,
that is,

VT Ī + V̄T I + ψT
i Īb + ψ̄T

b Ib = 0 (10)

for all (Ī ,V̄, Īb, ψ̄b) satisfying

Bi Ī = 0, BbĪ = −Īb, V̄ = BT
i ψ̄i +BT

b ψ̄b, for someψ̄i .

Writing out (10) we obtain

0 = VT Ī + ψ̄T
i Bi I + ψ̄T

b BbI − ψ̄T
b Bi I + ψ̄T

b Ib

= (V −BT
b ψb)

T Ī + ψ̄T
i Bi I + ψ̄T

b (BbI + Ib)

for all ψ̄i , ψ̄b and all Ī satisfyingBi Ī = 0. It follows thatBi I = 0, BbI + Ib = 0, and
V −BT

b ψb ∈ imBT
i , or equivalentlyV −BT

b ψb = BT
i ψi for someψi . ⊓⊔
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2.4 Constraints on boundary currents and invariance of boundary
potentials

It is a well-known property [3] of any incidence matrixB that

1
TB = 0 (11)

where1 denotes the vector with all components equal to 1. From this property it
follows that the rank of the incidence matrixB is at most ¯v−1. In fact, the rank is
given as [3] rankB = v̄−kG , wherekG is the number of components4 of the graph
G . (Thus rankB = v̄−1 for a connected graph.) By (6) it follows that

0 = 1
TBI = 1

T
b BbI = −1T

b Ib = −∑
vb

Ivb (12)

with 1b denoting the vector with all ones of dimension equal to the number of
boundary vertices, and where the summation is over all boundary verticesvb ∈ Vb.
Hence the boundary part of the Kirchhoff behavior of an open graph is constrained
by the obvious fact that all boundary currents sum up to zero.Dually, we may al-
ways add to the vector of potentialsψ the vector1 leaving invariant the vector of
voltagesV = BTψ . Hence, to the vector of boundary potentialsψb we may always
add the vector1b. Summarizing we arrive at a similar statement as in [17]):

Proposition 2. Consider an open graphG with Kirchhoff behaviorBK(G ). Then
for each(I ,V, Ib,ψb) ∈ BK(G ) it holds that

1
T
b Ib = 0

while for any constant c∈ R

(I ,V, Ib,ψb +c1b) ∈ BK(G )

This implies that we may restrict the dimension of the space of external variables
Λb×Λb by two. Indeed, we may define

Λbred := {Ib ∈ Λb | Ib ∈ ker1T
b}

and its dual space
Λb

red := (Λbred)
∗ = Λb/ im1b

It is rather straightforward to show that the Kirchhoff behavior BK(G ) reduces to a
linear subspace of the reduced spaceΛ1×Λ1×Λbred×Λb

red, which is also a Dirac
structure. A circuit interpretation of this reduction is that we may consider one of
the boundary vertices, say the first one, to be the reference ground vertex, and that
we may reduce the vector of boundary potentialsψb = (ψb1, · · · ,ψbv̄b) to a vector

4 A component is a maximal subgraph which is connected, that is, every two vertices are linked by
a path of, -non-oriented-, edges.
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of voltages(ψb2 −ψb1, · · · ,ψbv̄b −ψb1). A graph-theoretical interpretation is that
instead of the incidence operatorB we consider therestricted incidence operator
[1].

For a graphG with more than one connected component the above holds for each
connected component. It follows that there are as many independent constraints on
the boundary currentsIb as the number of the connected components of the open
graphG . Dually, the space of allowed boundary potentialsψb is invariant under
translation by as many independent vectors1b as the number of connnected com-
ponents.

A complementary view on the fact that the sum of the boundary currents is equal
to zero and the boundary potentials are invariant under translation along1b is the
fact that we mayclosean open graphG to an ordinary graphḠ . Consider first the
case thatG is connected. Then we may add one virtual (’ground’) vertexv0, and
virtual edges from this virtual vertex to every boundary vertex vb ∈ Ve, in such a
manner that the Kirchhoff behavior of this graph̄G extendsthe Kirchhoff behavior
of the open graphG . In fact, to the virtual vertexv0 we may associate an arbitrary
potentialψv0 (a ground-potential), and we may rewrite the righthand-side of (9) as
(since∑vb

Ivb = 0)
−∑

vb

(ψvb −ψv0)Ivb = −∑
vb

VvbIvb (13)

whereVvb := ψvb −ψv0 andIvb denotes the voltage across and the current through
the virtual edge towards the boundary vertexvb.

If the open graphG consists of more than one component, then one extends the
graph by adding a virtual vertex toeverycomponent containing boundary vertices.

2.5 Interconnection of open graphs

Consider two open graphsG j with boundary operatorsB j =

[

B j
i

B j
b

]

, j = 1,2. Inter-

connectionis done by identifying some of their boundary vertices, and equating
(up to a minus sign) the boundary potentials and currents corresponding to these
boundary vertices.

For simplicity we consider the case that we can equateall their boundary vertices
with each other, resulting in an ordinary (closed) graph with set of verticesV 1

i ∪
V 2

i ∪V , whereVi := V 1
b = V 2

b denotes the set of shared boundary vertices. The
incidence operatorB of this interconnected graph is given as

B =





B1
i 0

0 B2
i

B1
b B2

b



 , (14)

corresponding to the following interconnection constraints on the boundary poten-
tials and currents
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ψ1
b = ψ2

b , I1
b + I2

b = 0 (15)

Of course, several extensions are possible. For example, one may still retain the
shared verticesVb := V 1

b = V 2
b as being boundary vertices (instead of internal ver-

tices as above) by extending (15) to

ψ1
b = ψ2

b = ψb, I1
b + I2

b + Ib = 0 (16)

with Ib,ψb the boundary currents and potentials of the interconnectedgraph.

2.6 Constitutive relations and port-Hamiltonian circuit dynamics

The dynamics of an RLC-circuit is defined, on top of Kirchhoff’s laws for its circuit
graph, by the constitutive relations of its elements (in this case, capacitors, inductors
and resistors). They specify for each edgeea relation between the currentIe through
and the voltageVe across the edge. The simplest case is aresistiverelation between
Ie andVe such thatVeIe ≤ 0. In particular, a linear resistor at edgee is specified by
a relationVe = −ReIe with Re ≥ 0. In the case of acapacitiverelation one defines
an additional energy variableQe (denoting the charge) together with a real func-
tion HCe(Qe) denoting the electric energy stored in the capacitor. The constitutive
relations for a capacitor at edgee are given by

Q̇e = −Ie, Ve =
dHCe

dQe
(Qe) (17)

Alternatively, in the case of an inductor one specifies the magnetic energyHLe(Φe),
whereΦe denotes the magnetic flux linkage, together with the dynamicrelations

Φ̇e = −Ve, Ie =
dHLe

dΦe
(Φe) (18)

Substituting these constitutive relations into the Kirchhoff behaviorBK(G ) (which
is a Dirac structure) results in a port-Hamiltonian5 system, see e.g. [14, 13], given
by

((IC, IL, IR),(VC,VL,VR), Ib,ψb) ∈ BK(G )

where the vectorsIC, IL, IR,VC,VL,VR denote the currents, respectively voltages, cor-
responding to the capacitors, inductors, and resistors, related as

5 Strictly speaking, the terminology ’port-Hamiltonian’ isnot completely appropriate since this
assumes that the system boundary consists ofports, that is pairs of vertices with boundary vari-
ables being the currents through and the voltages across theedge corresponding to each port.
Nevertheless, the mathematical structure and system description remains the same. Furthermore,
by reducing the Kirchhoff behavior as above, or alternatively by extending it through the addition
of a ground vertex, the boundary variables become true port variables.
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IC = −Q̇,VC =
∂HC

∂Q
(Q), VL = −Φ̇, IL =

∂HL

∂Φ
(Φ),

whereQ denotes the vector of charges at the capacitors, aΦ denotes the vector of
fluxes at the inductors,HC andHL denote the total electric and magnetic energies,
and where moreover the vectorsIR,VR satisfy a resistive relation.

Example 1.Let us consider an LC-circuit (for simplicity without boundary vertices).
We will start by decomposing the circuit graphG as the interconnection of a graph
corresponding to the capacitors and a graph corresponding to the inductors. Define
V̂ as the set of all vertices that are adjacent to at least one capacitor as well as
to at least one inductor. Then split the circuit graph into anopen circuit graphG C

corresponding to the capacitors and an open circuit graphG L corresponding to the
inductors, both with set of boundary verticeŝV . Denote the incidence matrices of
these two circuit graphs by

BC :=

[

BC
i

BC
b

]

, BL :=

[

BL
i

BL
b

]

Assuming for simplicity that all capacitors and inductors are linear we arrive at the
following equations for theC-circuit

BC
bQ̇ = IC

b , BC
i Q̇ = 0

BCT
b ψC

b = C−1Q−BCT
i ψC

i

with C the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements corresponding to the capaci-
tances of the capacitors, and for theL-circuit

Φ̇ = BLT
b ψL

b +BLT
i ψL

i

0 = BL
i L−1Φ

IL
b = −BL

i Φ

with L the diagonal matrix of inductances.
The equations of theLC-circuit are obtained by imposing the interconnection

constraintsψC
b = ψL

b =: ψi andIC
b + IL

b = 0. By eliminating the boundary currents
IC
b , IL

b one arrives at the equations





BC
i 0

0 BL
i

BC
b BL

b





[

−Q̇
L−1Φ

]

= 0

[

C−1Q
−Φ̇

]

=

[

BCT
i 0 BCT

b
0 BLT

i BLT
b

]





ψC
i

ψL
i

ψi
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3 Conservation laws on higher-dimensional complexes

In this section we will extend the formalization of conservation laws on graphs
as expressed by Kirchhoff’s laws to higher-dimensional networks. In particular,
this will allow us to systematically spatiallydiscretizedistributed-parameter phys-
ical systems to finite-dimensional lumped-parameter systems, represented in port-
Hamiltonian form.

3.1 Kirchhoff behavior on k-complexes

An oriented graph with incidence matrixB is a typical example of what is called in
algebraic topology a 1-complex. Indeed, the sequence

Λ1
B
→ Λ0

1
→ R

satisfies the property1◦B= 0. In general, ak-complexΛ is specified by a sequence
of real linear spaces6 Λ0,Λ1, · · · ,Λk, together with a sequence of incidence operators

Λk
∂k→ Λk−1

∂k−1
→ ···Λ1

∂1→ Λ0

with the property that∂ j−1◦∂ j = 0, j = 2, · · · ,k. The vector spacesΛ j , j = 0,1· · · ,k,
are called the spaces ofj-chains. EachΛ j is generated by a finite set ofj-cells
(like edges and vertices for graphs) in the sense thatΛ j is the set of functions from
the j-cells toR. A typical example of ak-complex is the triangularization of ak-
dimensional manifold, with thej-cells, j = 0,1, · · · ,k, being the sets of vertices,
edges, faces, etc..

Example 2.Consider the triangularization of a 2-dimensional sphere by a tetrahe-
dron with 4 faces, 6 edges, and 4 vertices. The matrix representation of the incidence
operator∂2 (from the faces of the tetrahedron to its edges) is

< v1v2v3 > < v1v3v4 > < v1v4v2 > < v2v4v3 >
< v1v2 > 1 0 −1 0
< v1v3 > −1 1 0 0
< v1v4 > 0 −1 1 0
< v2v3 > 1 0 0 −1
< v2v4 > 0 0 −1 1
< v3v4 > 0 1 0 −1

where the expressions< v1v2v3 >,. . . denote the faces (with corresponding orienta-
tion), and< v1v2 >,. . . are the edges.

6 In algebraic topology [7] one usually starts withabelian groupsΛ j .
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v1 v2

v3

v4

v4v4

Fig. 1 Tetrahedron triangularizing a sphere

The matrix representation of the incidence operator∂1 (from edges to vertices)
is given as

< v1v2 > < v1v3 > < v1v4 > < v2v3 > < v2v4 > < v3v4 >
< v1 > −1 −1 −1 0 0 0
< v2 > 1 0 0 −1 −1 0
< v3 > 0 1 0 1 0 −1
< v4 > 0 0 1 0 1 1

It can be verified that∂1◦ ∂2 = 0.

Denoting the dual linear spaces byΛ j , j = 0,1· · · ,k, we obtain the following dual
sequence

Λ0 d1→ Λ1 d2→ Λ2 · · ·Λk−1 dk→ Λk

where the adjoint mapsd j j = 0,1· · · ,k, satisfy the analogous propertyd j ◦d j−1 =
0, j = 2, · · · ,k. The elements ofΛ j are calledj-cochains.

Consider anyk-complexΛ , with k-chainsα ∈ Λk andk-cochainsβ ∈ Λk. We
define, similarly as in the case of a graph (1-complex) its Kirchhoff behavior as

BK(Λ) := {(α,β ) ∈ Λk×Λk |

∂kα = 0,∃φ ∈ Λk−1 s.t.β = dkφ}
(19)

We will still refer to ∂kα = 0 as Kirchhoff’s current laws (KCL), and toβ = dkψ
as Kirchhoff’s voltage laws (KVL). As before, it is immediately seen thatBK(Λ) ⊂
Λk×Λk is aDirac structure. In particular, it follows that< β | α >k= 0 for every
(α,β ) ∈ BK(Λ), where< ·|· >k denotes the duality product between the dual linear
spacesΛk andΛk.
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3.2 Open k-complexes

Next we consider anopen k-complex, by identifying a subsetV b
(k−1) of the set of

all (k− 1)-cells, called theboundary(k− 1)-cells7, while the remaining(k− 1)-
cells are denoted as theinternal (k−1)-cells. Define the linear space of functions
from this subset of(k−1)-cells toR asΛb ⊂ Λk−1 with dual space denoted asΛb.
Decompose correspondingly∂k : Λk →Λk−1 as∂k = (∂ i

k,∂
b
k ), with adjoint mapping

dk = (di
k,d

b
k). As before, Kirchhoff’s voltage laws remain unchanged

β = dkψ = di
kψi +db

kψb, (20)

whereψb is the vector of potentials at the boundary(k−1)-cells andψi is the vector
of potentials at the internal(k−1)-cells. On the other hand, Kirchhoff’s current laws
are modified into

∂ i
kα = 0, ∂ b

k α = −αb (21)

whereαb denotes the vector of external ’currents’ entering the boundary (k−1)-
cells. By computing as before the total power we obtain for any α andβ satisfying
(20, 21)

< β | α >k=< dkψ | α >k=< di
kψi +db

kψb | α >k=

< ψi | ∂ i
kα >k + < ψb | ∂ b

k α >k= − < ψb | αb >k−1

(22)

The space of boundary variables(αb,ψb) ∈ Λb×Λb describes thedistributed ter-
minalsof the openk-complex.

Similar to Proposition 1 it is shown that the Kirchhoff behavior of an openk-
complexΛ defined as

BK(Λ) := {(α,β ,αb,ψb) ∈ Λk×Λk×Λb×Λb |

∂ i
kα = 0, ∂ b

k = −αb, ∃ψi s.t.β = di
kψi +db

kψb}
(23)

is a Dirac structure.
Analogously to graphs, Kirchhoff current laws for openk-complexes imply cer-

tain constraints on the incoming ’currents’αb. Indeed, by the fact that∂k−1◦∂k = 0
it follows that∂(k−1)bαb = 0, where∂(k−1)b denotes the(k−1-th incidence opera-
tor restricted toΛb ⊂ Λk−1. (Note that in the case of a graph the role of∂(k−1)b is
played by the linear map1T

b .) As in the case of graphs, this allows us toreducethe
Kirchhoff behavior to a space that is still a Dirac structure, or, alternatively, toclose
the openk-complex. This is done by completing the openk-complexΛ with space
of boundary currentsΛb by an additional set of(k−1)-cells andk-cells.

Also the interconnectionof openk-complexes is defined similar to the case of
open graphs.

7 One could also consider as boundary cells subsets of thej-th cells for j 6= k−1. In particular,
choosingj = k would correspond to ’distributed interaction’. The choicej = k−1 corresponds to
the important case of ’boundary’ interaction.
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4 Port-Hamiltonian dynamics on k-complexes

Consider an openk-complexΛ , together with its Kirchhoff behaviorBK(Λ). Dy-
namics on thek-complex can be defined in various ways. Similar to the case of
electrical circuits we could define constitutive relationsfor everyk-cell, by specify-
ing a relation between every component ofΛk andΛk. As in the case of an electrical
circuit this can be a relation of static resistive type, or a dynamic relation (of capac-
itive or inductive nature).

In this section we will define dynamics in a different way by specifying one type
of dynamical relations betweenΛk andΛk, together with resistive relations between
Λk−1 andΛk−1. This will define a port-Hamiltonian dynamics, which is ofrelax-
ation type since there is only one type of physical energy (and thusno oscillations
between different types of physical energy occur).

On thek-complexΛ , with ∂k : Λk → Λk−1 anddk : Λk−1 → Λk, we define the
following relations

fx = −dke, fx ∈ Λk, e∈ Λk−1

f = ∂kex, ex ∈ Λk, f ∈ Λk−1

(24)

It is checked [16] that this defines a Dirac structureD ⊂ Λk ×Λk ×Λk−1×Λk−1.
This allows us to define a port-Hamiltonian dynamics by imposing the following
constitutive relations. First we associate to everyk-cell an energy storage, leading
to

ẋ = − fx, ex =
∂H
∂x

(x), x∈ Λk (25)

with H(x) the total stored energy, andx ∈ Λk the total vector of energy variables.
Furthermore, we associate to every(k−1)-cell a (linear) resistive relation, leading
to

e= −R f, R= RT ≥ 0 (26)

Substituted in (24) this yields the relaxation dynamics

ẋ = dke= −dk R f = −dk R∂k
∂H
∂x

(x), x∈ Λk (27)

with the property that

dH
dt

= −(∂k
∂H
∂x

(x))T R∂k
∂H
∂x

(x) = − f T R f ≤ 0 (28)

For anopencomplex with boundary(k−1)-cells the definition is modified as fol-
lows. Instead of (24) we consider
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fx = −dk

[

e
eb

]

, fx ∈ Λk,

[

e
eb

]

∈ Λk−1, eb ∈ Λb

[

fi
fb

]

= ∂kex, ex ∈ Λk,

[

f
fb

]

∈ Λk−1, fb ∈ Λb

(29)

with fb,eb corresponding to theboundary(k− 1)-cells, andf ,e corresponding to
the internal cells. Imposing the same storage relations (25) and resistive relations
(26) we arrive at

ẋ = −dr
k R∂ r

k
∂H
∂x (x)+db

keb

fb = ∂ b
k

∂H
∂x (x)

(30)

where we have splitdk asdk =
[

dr
k db

k

]

and∂k =

[

∂ r
k

∂ b
k

]

(according to the division of

the(k−1)-cells into internal cells corresponding to resistive behavior and boundary
cells). This defines a port-Hamiltonian system with inputseb and outputsfb.

4.1 Example: Heat transfer on a 2-complex

The above formulation of systems of conservation laws and port-Hamiltonian sys-
tems onk-complexes will be illustrated with the model of heat transfer in a 2-
dimensional medium (for instance a plate). Instead of first considering the pde-
model and then discretizing, we will directly consider the dynamics on a 2-complex
as arising from a triangulation of the 2-dimensional spatial domain. We assume the
medium to be undeformable (hence mechanical work is neglected) and that there is
no mass transfer.

We will write the heat transfer in terms of the conservation of internal energy.
First we identify the physical variables as chains and cochains of the given 2-
complex. The components of the internal energy vectoru ∈ Λ2 denote the energy
of each face. The heat conduction is given by theheat flux f∈ Λ1 whose com-
ponents equal the heat flux through every edge. Hence the basic conservation law
(conservation of energy) is given as

du
dt

= d2 f

The thermodynamic properties are defined by Gibbs’ relation, and generated by the
entropy function s= s(u) ∈ C∞ (

Λ2
)

as thermodynamic potential. Since we con-
sider transformations which are isochore and without mass transfer, Gibbs’ rela-
tion reduces to the definition of the vector of intensive variableseu ∈ Λ2 which is
(entropy-)conjugated to the vector of extensive variablesu:

eu =
∂s
∂u

(u)
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The componentseu are equal to the reciprocal of the temperature at each 2-face.
Since the temperature is varying over the faces, there is athermodynamic driving

forcevectore∈ Λ1 given as the vector of differences

e= ∂2eu

By Fourier’s law the heat flux is determined by the thermodynamic driving force
vector as

f = R(eu)e, (31)

with R(eu) = RT(eu) ≥ 0 depending on the heat conduction coefficients. (Note the
sign-difference with (26).) The resulting system is a port-Hamiltonian system (of
relaxation type), with vector of state variablesx given by the internal energy vector
u, and ’Hamiltonian’s(u). By (28) the entropys(u) satisfies

ds
dt

= (∂2
∂s
∂u

(u))T R(eu)∂2
∂s
∂u

(u) = f T R(eu) f ≥ 0

expressing the fact that the entropy is monotonouslyincreasing. (Note again the
sign-difference with the treatment above, where the HamiltonianH was decreasing.)

The exchange of heat through the boundary of the system is incorporated as
above, cf. (29, 30), by splitting the edges (1-cells) into internal edges with the resis-
tive relation (31) and boundary edges. This leads to

ds
dt

= (∂2
∂s
∂u

(u))T R(eu)∂2
∂s
∂u

(u)+eb fb

with fb,eb denoting the heat flux, respectively, thermodynamical driving force,
through the boundary edges.

5 Conclusions

A framework has been laid down for the formulation of open physical systems on
k-complexes, generalizing the graph-theoretic formulation of electrical circuit dy-
namics with terminals. It has been shown that Kirchhoff’s laws can be generalized
to openk-complexes, defining a Dirac structure involving boundary currents and po-
tentials, thus generalizing the concept of ’terminal’ to the distributed case. This has
been illustrated on the example of heat transfer on a 2-complex. This simple exam-
ple already shows how one can directly define a finite-dimensional port-Hamiltonian
dynamics, capturing the physical meaning of the involved variables and retaining the
conservation laws, without the need to formulate the dynamics as a set of pde’s (and
possibly to discretize the pde’s later on).

In future work we will apply and extend the framework to different classes of
port-Hamiltonian systems onk-complexes (corresponding to different physical set-
tings), and employ these models for boundary control.
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